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During Eleanor Rathbone’s early parliamentary career she was a vocal campaigner for the rights of Indian women and supporter of Indian female franchise in the 1930s. She kept up a regular correspondence with a number of Indian women throughout that decade, chaired a British Committee for Indian Women’s Franchise, and visited the country in early 1932 to conduct her own independent tour and campaign to increase the size of the Indian female electorate. Rathbone, as president of the National Union of Societies for Equal Citizenship (NUSEC), had dealings with Indian campaigners for the female vote from at least 1919 when Herabai and Mithan Tata, suffragists from Bombay, visited Britain to campaign on this issue.¹ However, her election as Independent MP for the Combined English Universities in May 1929 enabled her to focus her attention on issues relating to Indian women.

Indian female impressions of Rathbone though were not always positive. Particularly influenced by the publication of the American Katherine Mayo’s book *Mother India* in 1927, and ongoing debates about child marriage, resulting in the Child Marriage Bill (Sarda Act) in 1929, she organised a conference on ‘Women in India’ at Caxton Hall, London in 1929.² Rathbone angered a number of Indians because no Indian women had been called upon to speak, and because she appeared to support Mayo’s criticisms of India.³ Dhanvanthi Rama Rau publicly criticised the conference from the floor, and a letter signed by a number of Indians residing in Britain, and by sympathisers such as the Theosophist, Emily Lutyens, was
sent to *The Times*. Rathbone responded, in her defence, that the conference had mainly been organised to galvanise British support for Indian causes, arguing also that she had consulted with Indian women. Nevertheless, despite Rathbone’s attempts to highlight reform issues for Indian women, criticisms and suspicion from Indian women plagued her throughout the 1930s. Barbara Ramusack has described Rathbone, along with some of her contemporaries, as a ‘maternal imperialist’ adopting a ‘mother knows best’ tone when she lectured Indian women about the suffrage movement. Susan Pedersen has argued that despite these criticisms Rathbone was not a maternal imperialist, but rather was bound by Westminster politics, and that her language and actions relating to empire varied considerably with audience and context. This article seeks to explore further the question of interpreting Rathbone’s imperial concerns, through exploring her engagement with the issue of Indian women’s franchise and her relationship with an Indian activist, Radhabai Subbarayan.

After 1921, Indian women were slowly enfranchised on a province by province basis. By 1930, only women who met the required property qualifications could vote, and since the majority of women neither owned nor could inherit property, the numbers who were eligible was very small. The ratio of male to female voters was about 25:1, and the percentage of women voters compared to the adult female population was under 1% in most provinces. Female enfranchisement remained an important issue and came to a head in the 1930s as the British Government began negotiations about constitutional reform for Indians, discussing ways to ensure greater political participation for ‘minorities’. In a 1933 House of Commons debate on Indian Constitutional Reform, Rathbone claimed that she had lived with the question of the position of women under the new Constitution for four years, with hardly a day not pondering it, and reminded the House that in reference to the ‘minority question’ women were India’s largest ‘minority’. 
Rathbone was not unique in her interest in Indian women for it was an issue that agitated many British women, inside and outside of parliament, because of India’s close relationship to Britain and the campaign activities of Indian women who lived or visited Britain in the interwar period. Some of Rathbone’s correspondence with Indian women, based both in India and Britain, especially in the 1930s, can be found in the Women’s Library in London. This article concentrates on her relationship with another Somerville alumnus, Radhabai Subbarayan. Subbarayan was one of two Indian women delegates at the first Round Table Conference (RTC) on Indian constitutional reforms in London in 1930, and also attended the second RTC in 1931. She and Mary Pickford were the two female members on a Committee on Indian Franchise chaired by Lord Lothian, which toured India gathering evidence in 1932. Rathbone and Subbarayan shared similar views about the methods by which to gradually enfranchise Indian women, but faced opposition from various official Indian women’s organisations who, in contrast, demanded immediate and full adult franchise.

Subbarayan and the Round Table Conferences

The RTCs, held at the end of 1930, 1931 and 1932 in London, were designed to discuss the potential for dominion status of India within the Commonwealth, and the nature of political representation within India, with reference to a range of ‘minority’ interests including those of Muslims, the depressed classes and labour (workers). When the initial list of delegates was prepared for the inaugural RTC there were no women included. As it was held during a time of civil disobedience in India when M. K. Gandhi and a number of members of the Indian National Congress were imprisoned, the All-India Women’s Conference (AIWC) boycotted the conference in solidarity. However, Rathbone petitioned for both British and Indian
women to be included in the delegation. Letters were also sent by British women’s organisations, including the Women’s Freedom League and St Joan’s Social and Political Alliance, to the India Office specifically asking for British women to be involved in the conference. The RTC was seen as an example of the way in which British women, despite equal political rights, continued to be excluded from the full range of Westminster politics, especially imperial affairs.12 Subbarayan and Begum Shahnawaz were eventually included, and although Catherine Candy suggests that Rathbone may have been influential in their appointments, in Shahnawaz’s case it was partly a matter of convenience as she was already in London serving as private secretary to her father Sir Muhammad Shafi, a leading Muslim official in British India.13

Radhabai Subbarayan was born in South India in 1891 and was the daughter of a lawyer and prominent social reformer. She was a graduate of Madras University and a member of the reforming Hindu sect, the Brahma Samaj.14 Her husband came from a family of landowners and in 1922 became an independent member of the Madras Legislative Council, serving as Chief Minister from 1926 to 1930. His position enhanced the view of her as being loyal to Britain’s interest. Subbarayan herself was involved in various small-scale women’s and reform groups in India including the Madras Ladies’ Recreation Club, the Niligari Ladies’ Club at Ootamund and the Girl Guides Executive Committee. She was the first woman to be elected to the Senate of Madras University by the graduates and was subsequently elected to the Syndicate of the University by the Senate.15 In 1930, Subbarayan was accompanied by her 11-year old daughter, Parvati, to the RTC. She knew the South of England well, not only from her term spent studying at Somerville College in 1912, but from regular summer visits to Eton College, where her three sons were studying.
The Simon Commission Report on India, published in May 1930, had expressed a desire to increase the proportion of female voters and had suggested that the wives and widows, aged over twenty five, of existing male property owners should be granted the vote, and that a literacy qualification for women should also be introduced. As an article for the Women’s Freedom League paper, The Vote, put it, although female franchise was ultimately the concern of Indian women, ‘indirectly, however these questions are also of great concern to the women of this country, for we know by experience that the inferior status of women in any one country has a damaging effect on the status of women in every other country.’ Throughout the 1930s, British feminists were keen to point out that the Simon Report had noted that Indian women were the ‘key to progress’, echoing the philosophy of John Stuart Mill, a phrase that Rathbone in particular was very keen on.

With the involvement of female delegates, the topic of female franchise was raised at the RTCs, and the discussion not only covered the right to vote but also considered whether women should have ‘reserved seats’ (quotas) within political assemblies alongside other minorities. In this, Subbarayan drew the ire of the two leading organisations, the Women’s Indian Association (WIA) and AIWC, following her participation in the first RTC. They were critical of her not only because she was not their chosen representative but also because she favoured reserved seats for women and a gradual, rather than immediate, increase in the franchise. These divisions became more apparent in the ensuing years and Subbarayan reflected upon them at length over the rest of her career. Her position on the matter was similar (though not exactly the same) as Rathbone’s, and the two became close allies. Subbarayan noted that conceding votes to women in stages had taken place not only also in Britain but in other western countries too and saw her recommendations as progressive, but
both women were criticised by Indian women’s organisations for not listening to the views of ‘Indian women’.  

At the first RTC, Subbarayan and Shahnawaz issued a memorandum in which they stated that although they believed in the principle of full adult franchise they were willing to allow a limited franchise for women to continue, as long as it was increased from the status quo based on property ownership. Subbarayan was particularly critical of the property qualification, arguing that civic spirit was not peculiar to those with more wealth, and argued that the electorate needed to be broadened to reflect the views of all sections of people. In private correspondence to the MP, Lady Astor, she revealed her concern that the property qualification allowed ‘dancing girls of ill repute’ the vote. Rathbone was also in favour of increasing the female franchise in stages, and supported the recommendations of the Simon Report. British female MPs, including Astor, Rathbone and Pickford, sent in a memorandum advocating that wives or widows of existing Indian male voters be given the vote, when aged over twenty one. The government had made it clear that universal adult franchise was not possible at this stage, and Rathbone believed and urged Indian women to agree to these concessions.

In her own memorandum to the RTC, Rathbone argued that Indian women should also have seats reserved for them in the provincial assemblies, whilst Subbarayan wanted seats reserved for female candidates in the Legislative Assemblies for the following fifteen years, or three elections. Subbarayan suggested that this would be an effective way to jump start the number of female MPs and give them experience in political office. Referring to the experience of Britain where it had taken twelve years to only elect fifteen female MPs, Subbarayan’s colleague Shahnawaz asserted that the ‘theory that women need only a fair field and no favour does not yet apply in this world – certainly not in India’. The
Manchester Guardian’s special correspondent supported the policy, citing the experience of other countries where women who had only recently become engaged with public politics were finding it hard to get elected.\textsuperscript{23}

Members of the WIA and AIWC became aggrieved with the authority Subbarayan and Shahnawaz were asserting in London on behalf of Indian women and rejected the proposal for political quotas. In October 1930, one of the editors of the WIA organ, Stri Dharm\textit{a}, criticised the appointments of the two women to the RTC:

They have absolutely no credentials from the organised women of India to say that they represent the opinions of Indian womanhood. They represent only themselves and as such women will wish them good luck, but they will mis-represent [sic] the thirty thousand prisoners, including many of Indian’s best women.\textsuperscript{24}

On the other hand, both Subbarayan and Rathbone rejected the view that the WIA or AIWC represented the views of Indian women, citing their relatively low membership and examples of Indian women who disagreed with these official views. In the aftermath of the first conference, the leaders of the WIA continued to express their concern about the female appointments and that Subbarayan, in particular, was too loyal to the imperial government.\textsuperscript{25}

By May 1931, the WIA had called a meeting alongside other women’s organisations to draft a memorandum condemning the recommendations of the conference and demanding that only full adult franchise would be accepted and that there should be no reserved seats for women.\textsuperscript{26} They rejected Rathbone’s argument that they should take on board the concessions, and became militant in their hard-line stance. In continued correspondence and delegations to various sections of the Government, Indian women’s organisations expressed their
displeasure that their views on franchise were not being heard and explained that Rathbone’s suggestions did not reflect Indian opinion.

Subbarayan and Rathbone: Utilising their Networks

After the first RTC, Subbarayan consulted Rathbone regularly for her advice on the female franchise question and how to deal with the often vociferous criticism from the main Indian women’s organisations. On 1 May 1931, Subbarayan explained to Rathbone that the prominent women's organisations had declared for ‘equality and no privileges’; ‘a fair field and no favour’. She believed that though many Indian women supported her view, the authoritarian leadership of the WIA and AIWC would not allow space for dissenting voices, and that Indian women were also being influenced by the support that Gandhi and the Indian National Congress were giving them. She asked Rathbone to take on the cause of reservation of seats and to explain this to her contacts, including an appeal to ask Sir Philip and Mabel Hartog to write to the WIA, for the International Council of Women in London to write to the Bombay Council of Women, and for the Women’s International League to write to the AIWC committee.27

In 1932, Ramsay Macdonald introduced the Communal Award which gave reserved seats to women, with some of these seats further divided along ‘community’ (religious) lines. Indian women’s organisations felt hugely betrayed as they had consistently argued that Indian women did not care for communal divisions. Subbarayan was extremely disappointed as she had been in favour of reserved seats for women, precisely to avoid communal interests seeping in, and women’s organisations in India considered boycotting these seats. In correspondence, Rathbone reassured Subbarayan that women should take up these reserved
positions and then work together to demonstrate that they did not believe in communal divisions. 28 Meanwhile, Subbarayan sent letters to Lady Astor despairing about the communal vote and the need to increase the female franchise. She asked her to bring all the women MPs in parliament together to support Indian women – ‘We expect you, as women, to help us’. 29 It was soon after this, in April 1933, that the British Committee for Indian Women’s Franchise was set up.

One of the specific concerns Indian feminists had about Rathbone’s recommendations was that by enfranchising the wives and widows of existing male property owners only married women were getting votes, and women weren’t being enfranchised based on individual citizenship rights. As Charulata Mukerjee, secretary of the AIWC, put it to Shahnawaz in 1933, she did not understand why Rathbone was ‘so insistent on the wives & widows getting votes’, explaining it was derogatory to Indian women. ‘It might have been alright some years ago, but now women want to stand on their own rights & Miss Rathbone, more than anybody else, should understand that point’. 30 In fact, following her tour of India in early 1932, Rathbone became even more adamant that Indian women needed to accept these recommendations. Despite not being married, she remained supportive of enfranchising wives, arguing that Indian women faced so many disadvantages, including the incidence of purdah, unfair property laws and high illiteracy, that ‘a fair field and no favour’ was an impossible dream. 31

Faced with the criticism of Indian women leaders who were allied with anti-imperialist nationalist thought, Subbarayan became increasingly keen to downplay her relationship with Rathbone, afraid of Englishwomen ‘butting in’. 32 In a letter of 8 January 1932, Rathbone retorted:
By the by, if when you or others are pressing for reservation of seats you are again criticised (as you told me you had been) on the ground that you are being too much influenced by Englishwomen, you can tell your critics that the English women's societies which have interested themselves in India are just as much divided as Indian women themselves. [...] It is really inconsistent of Indian women to say that they want perfect equality between the sexes and yet that they resent Englishwomen expressing any views about Indian affairs. So long as this country is concerned with India at all and is appointing Committees and placing projects before Parliament, it cannot be right that British men should be able and expected to express views and exercise influence, while British women are asked to keep their hands off. There are so few of us in Parliament and in the official machine, that that machine is bound to take a mainly masculine view.  

More than a year later, on 6 February 1933, Subbarayan wrote to Rathbone: ‘It is not because I do not wish to acknowledge my appreciation of your help but because the suspicion that I am “a tool in the hands of the Br. women” will do harm to our cause’, as franchise reform was bound up with anti-colonial sentiment.  

Although the correspondence between Subbarayan and Rathbone (in the archives) appears to have ceased by 1934, official Indian women sentiment towards Rathbone also appeared to be softening by 1933. Leading Indian campaigner Sarojini Naidu, who had been critical of Subbarayan, described Rathbone as able and energetic and was appreciative of her efforts.  

The Aftermath
The Franchise Committee completed its recommendations in 1932, suggesting that female franchise be increased gradually along literacy and wifehood lines. Indeed, much of the language appeared to be lifted from Rathbone’s memorandums on the issue. By 1933, it was clear that these recommendations would form the basis for the 1935 Government of India Act and Indian women’s organisations conceded that universal adult suffrage would not be possible at this time. Indeed, by 1933 some members of the AIWC and WIA were putting forward recommendations to enfranchise women in urban areas, and discussing methods of group voting. Despite this, criticisms of Rathbone were still forthcoming with Rama Rau writing from London in 1934 to AIWC member Rajkumari Amrit Kaur that Rathbone was still active on the issue of Indian suffrage, and still failing to consider or discuss the views that Indian women were taking, as she had failed to do in the 1929 conference. However, by the 1940s, Indian women leaders appeared to have softened towards Subbarayan who, after becoming the first female member of the Indian Council of State in 1938, became a member of the Congress party and became more actively involved in civil disobedience and nationalist politics.

This article adds complexity to our understanding of debates about who could properly represent Indian women’s interests. Indian women’s organisations were as critical of Subbarayan, for not actually representing their official views, but promoting her own views which were at variance with theirs, as of Rathbone, for failing to take their views into account. Rathbone was not unique in her interest in Indian women, for it was an issue that agitated many British women, inside and outside of parliament, largely because of India’s close relationship to Britain and the campaign activities of Indian women who lived or visited Britain in the interwar period. Whilst she was not universally admired, and was viewed as overly meddling by some Indian women, Rathbone also had many supporters appreciative of
the action she took on this issue. Her recommendations and insistent lobbying within
government circles ultimately formed much of the basis of Indian female franchise legislation
in the 1930s, helping to increase female political participation in some small way before
universal adult franchise was introduced in 1949.
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under Grant number AH/M004236/1.
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